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What Apple’s Forthcoming APFS File System Means to You
by Michael E. Cohen  

Among the tidbits Apple revealed to its developer audience at the recently completed Worldwide 
Developers Conference was a new file system for the whole range of its products (see “macOS 10.12 
Sierra to Succeed OS X 10.11 El Capitan,” 13 June 2016). Dubbed “APFS” (an acronym that Apple 
doesn’t completely spell out even in its developer documentation), the file system is meant to replace 
HFS+, the file system that in turn replaced 1985’s HFS (Hierarchical File System) in 1998. (HFS+ has 
received numerous updates since 1998, so don’t get the impression that it’s completely obsolete.) Apple 
released a developer preview of APFS with macOS 10.12 Sierra, and the company says APFS will 
become the default file system in all of its operating systems — macOS, iOS, watchOS, and tvOS — by 
late 2017.

Changing the default file system for an operating system is a big deal, since the file system is responsible 
for keeping track of all of the data on the device. But what does such a change mean for users?

The Finder Is Not the File System -- Unless you’re one of those rare individuals who lives on the 
Terminal command line and who can type ls -la faster than you can double-click a folder icon, the 
Finder, along with the Mac’s Open and Save File dialogs, is normally how you see what’s on your Mac 
and how you navigate among your files and folders. This won’t change when APFS takes over from 
HFS+.

That’s because the Finder is a client of the file system. The Finder shows you a view of the items you 
have stored on your Mac and lets you arrange files and folders in a manner that works for you. The 
Finder, along with its folder and file icons, has been on the Mac since before even HFS came around, and 
has worked more or less the same from the user’s point of view since the first Mac came out of a bag and 
said “Hello” back in 1984.

The file system works behind the scenes, providing information to the Finder and to applications about 
the files and directories that are stored in some fashion on a device connected to your Mac — whether in 
magnetic fields recorded on a spinning platter or charged cells in a solid-state device. The file system keeps 
track of how much storage capacity files take up on the device, where on the device the data that make up 
the files are stored, and all sorts of metadata about those files, such as their names, when they were created 
and last changed, which users are allowed to open them, and a great deal of other stuff.

The Finder is thus an intermediary. Its job is to present us ordinary mortals with an easily 
understandable view of the data that the file system actually manages, and to instruct the file system about 
what you want to do with that data. As long as the Finder can communicate adequately with a file system 
to enable that view and pass along your instructions, the actual file system being used on a storage device 
doesn’t matter much.

In fact, if you have ever used a thumb drive or an SD card with your Mac, you may have already seen 
the Finder working with a file system other than HFS+. Most thumb drives and SD cards come 
formatted for Windows computers and use the FAT (File Allocation Table) file system, and yet you can 
still see and manipulate the files and folders on them with the Finder.

APFS is designed to understand nearly all of the same instructions and information requests that the 
Finder, or any other Mac application, issues regarding storage devices managed by HFS+. You’ll still be 
able to move files, rename files, copy files, open files, delete files, tag files, and so on just as you always did.

But You Will Notice Some Differences -- However, APFS does provide some benefits over HFS+, 
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SMMUG Info 2
SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, July 9, 2016, in the Fire Station 18’s 
meeting room at: 6830 Hadler View (a map is 
located at the end of this NL). The meeting will be 
divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
the Apple Maps program.

All are invited, but new users are especially 
en-courage to attend this free meeting. Bring your 
tips and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert                  $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for 

inserts.

Sponsor ing Membersh ips a re a l so 
available to merchants who want to see 
their business name and address listed on 
the front page. Sponsoring Memberships 
are $100 for one year.

MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the FIRST 
Tuesday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows:

July 11, 2016
August 8, 2016

September 12, 2016
October 10, 2016

November 7, 2016*
December 12, 2016

*Meeting changed to the first week of Nov.
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You can find the previous issues of the 
Silicon Summit posted in PDF format at 
the SMMUG website.
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July 11, 2016
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Financial Programs like Quicken & 
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8:00 Adjourn

Future meetings:
September: Cutting the cable part 2
October: Sierra and Apple changes
November: Rich Voelker
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Announcements
Advanced Notice:
This is an advanced notice to let you know that we will 
not have a General Meeting at the Firehouse in August. 
Rather, we are all invited to Fargos for our annual Pizza 
party. So mark you calendars and don’t be late (more 
information will follow next month). 

Door Prize Chairman needed
Are you a shop-a-holic? Well do we have a job for you! 
SMMUG needs a prize chairman to look for inexpensive 
prizes for our monthly give-away. You would be given a 
club credit card to use, so no money would have to come 
out of your pocket.

Not pleased with the previous prize offerings? Then this is 
your opportunity to purchase prizes that you would like 
to win.

Those interested should contact one of the board 
members for more information.

July’s Presentation:
Financial Programs. Several Board members will discuss 
their favorite financial programs which includes (but is 
not limited to) Quicken, Mint, and Banktivity (formerly 
know as iBank).

July Door Prizes:
Earbuds
Pocket Juice Portable Charger
Screen Cleaning Kit
500 GB Time Capsule

Club News
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and they’re significant enough that you will likely notice them in action.

HFS+ came along well before large storage devices containing gigabytes, let alone terabytes, were common, well before flash memory was 
commonly used for file storage, well before file encryption was something that ordinary users cared about, and well before Mac OS was replaced 
with OS X and its virtual-memory-enabled multi-tasking capabilities.

Support for large data volumes, encryption, flash drives, and virtual memory was more or less bolted onto HFS+ instead of being integrated into 
it. APFS has that support, and more, built in and will thus have an impact on your experience as a user.
• Faster file copying and saving: Saving files and duplicating them on the same device will happen much more quickly and without using as much 

space. That’s because APFS has been designed to reduce data duplication by sharing data between files as necessary. When you copy a file to 
another folder in APFS, no data is moved. Instead the copy points to the original file’s data on the device. If one of those copies is later changed, 
only the changes are stored: APFS handles which bits belong to which files. APFS’s capability to change only parts of files also speeds up file saving, 
and, especially, automatic saving using versions. Viewing and restoring from a previous version in an app should be faster too.
Apple’s goal of optimizing APFS for flash storage and solid-state storage devices (SSD for short) is behind this shared data approach. When you 
save a file repeatedly over time, the actual data making up the file can’t be stored in one contiguous chunk on the drive, and thus it becomes 
“fragmented.” That’s normal, but on a spinning disk, file fragmentation reduces performance by forcing the read/write heads to seek more in 
order to access the widely separate parts of the file. On a spinning disk, the shared data approach will mean more disk fragmentation.
But fragmentation on an SSD does not affect speed nearly as much. On an SSD, rewriting memory cells is much more costly, both in terms of 
speed and in terms of the cells’ usable life: rewriting SSD cells gradually wears them out. Writing just the changed file contents, and doing so in 
scattered physical locations on an SSD, is an efficient way to increase wear-leveling as well as to reduce the number of write operations. That’s a 
win-win now that most Apple devices, including Macs, rely on flash storage.
However, APFS is designed to work with spinning disk drives as well and should be smart enough to take disk location and rotational latency into 
account when choosing locations to store file changes on such devices.

• Snappier backups and restores: APFS can create read-only snapshots of a volume’s file contents. Once again, this capability comes courtesy of 
the shared data approach. Since file changes are scattered in different locations on a device, APFS can keep track of the data locations that comprise 
a file at any given time and make sure they are preserved. New versions of Time Machine, as well as other backup utilities, should be able to take 
advantage of APFS snapshots, making incremental backups that much more snappy. 

• Flexible partitions: APFS creates physical containers on a device, which can then be subdivided, or partitioned, into individual storage volumes. 
Unlike the partitions managed by HFS+, APFS partitions share their space with each other within the same container. This means that if you 
have a 500 GB APFS container, you can create multiple volumes within it that each will show up in the Finder as having 500 GB capacities. As a 
consequence, the amount of free space shown for each volume reflects the free space available in the container, not the individual volumes.
Although this approach could lead to user confusion, it might be mitigated by one other APFS feature: fast directory sizing. Under APFS you will 
no longer have to wait for seconds or even minutes while the Finder shows you the exact amount of storage used by a folder in a Get Info 
window. Fast directory sizing makes that information much more quickly available — useful if you want to know if your photo library will fit on 
the portable drive you’re bringing on your vacation.

• More encryption options: macOS Sierra, like versions of OS X since 10.7 Lion, offers full disk encryption via FileVault 2. Similarly, although 
this isn’t obvious to the user, iOS has offered individual file encryption since iOS 4 and has encrypted all user files created by third-party apps since 
iOS 7. APFS provides both full-volume and individual file encryption: you can use full volume encryption on one volume in an APFS container 
and use individual file encryption on another volume in the same container.
In addition, APFS provides not only single-key file encryption but multi-key encryption, allowing a file’s data and its metadata to be encrypted 
separately. For example, you could have a volume that allowed a file cataloging utility to decrypt metadata about a file, such as its name and 
creation date, but not to decrypt the actual file contents.
Regardless, although it’s difficult to know how Apple and other developers will take advantage of these capabilities, it’s safe to say that you’ll have 
more encryption options available to you when APFS is in charge of your device storage. Plus, since Apple built encryption into APFS, encryption 
should be snappy.
Transition to APFS -- Apple intends the transition to be as painless as possible. When you buy a new Mac once APFS is the default file system, 

you should have no transition hassle at all: Setup Assistant should move your data from your old Mac to the new one pretty much as it has all along. 
And, since macOS will continue to support HFS+ as well as APFS (just as it supports other file systems), you’ll be able to mount and use older 
HFS+-formatted external drives with no problems.

Apple also plans to provide an in-place APFS migration utility for users who upgrade older Macs to a macOS version that uses APFS as its default. 
Most likely, the migration process will take some time (minutes or hours) to convert an existing HFS+ device to APFS, but Apple’s goal is to make 
the process as simple and as safe as possible.

Let’s all hope Apple meets that goal: APFS is a big deal, offering notable performance, space-saving, and security benefits to users while promising 
to work its magic unobtrusively behind the scenes — as any good file system should.
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS

For The June 2016 Meeting
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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Internet
Eye-Fi Demonstrates the Danger of Cloud-Dependent Hardware

by Glenn Fleishman
Are you concerned about the long-term viability of devices that fall under the loose notion of the Internet of Things (IoT), in which a cloud 

connection is required to keep devices functioning? If so, a move by Eye-Fi, which makes SD cards that can automatically transfer newly taken 
photos to a cloud service, should give you pause. It sure did for me.

In September 2016, the company will discontinue support for features and Web apps for every model of card it shipped from its launch in 
2007 up to the X2 models introduced in 2011 and sold through retail channels until March 2015. Only its Mobi line, introduced in 2013, will 
retain active support. Eye-Fi said in an email to customers the impetus for this move is the obsolescence of “Internet security and authentication 
mechanisms that were state-of-the-art in 2007 when we built them into our products but have since proven to be vulnerable.” Because these are 
hardware problems, the company can’t just release firmware upgrades.

I have long been dubious about devices that require the continuous operation of Internet-connected services to function. I don’t expect relatively 
inexpensive hardware to remain useful and work forever, of course. But while Eye-Fi says it began to phase out the last products that are affected 
starting in 2012, it allowed them to remain in retail sales channels until March 2015. The company should have taken more ownership of the 
situation around products sold in the last five years.

I’ve owned three Eye-Fi cards, starting with the original model, and I used them extensively for a few years. However, when memory card capacity 
dropped in price, I stopped worrying about filling up a card. I found some of Eye-Fi’s features awkward for my non-professional purposes and would 
instead transfer images by card to an iPad or Mac, and then sync or upload the ones I needed. As a result, I never purchased a new enough Eye-Fi to 
feel like this end-of-life policy is unfair. (I’ve lost track of one of my Eye-Fi cards and sent another to TidBITS Managing Editor Josh Centers — 
who was unable to get it to work! I have no horse in this particular race.)

Buh-Bye, Most Eye-Fi -- Eye-Fi’s cards are tiny, networked computers that fit into the SD card format. Because there’s no physical interface, you 
must connect them to a network for configuration. Earlier models and firmware could be configured via a computer as well when plugged into a 
card reader; later ones switched to full-on cloud support to change any setting. The cards would then automatically connect to configured networks, 
including those that required a password. You could then turn on a feature called “endless storage,” which automatically deleted photos from the 
card after it confirmed that Eye-Fi’s servers had received the files.

Eye-Fi’s X2 series, which debuted in 2010, added Direct Mode in 2011, which turned the card into a tiny hotspot, enabling iOS and Android 
devices to connect using apps, making it easier to review and selectively upload photos. Eye-Fi later added geotagging to some X2 models, using 
Wi-Fi positioning to estimate the location when photos were synced. (Incidentally, the market position for Eye-Fi exists only because Wi-Fi support 
in cameras is so terrible — something I’ve written about for years and years and years.)

On 16 September 2016, when Eye-Fi plans to pull the plug, affected cards will continue to work, but in an extremely limited mode. All kinds of 
things will break or be in an indeterminate state:

Cards will stop connecting to Eye-Fi Center, the company’s Web app for managing and sharing photos. Eye-Fi will migrate files for active paid 
users to its new Eye-Fi Cloud system free of charge, however.

Relayed uploads, geotagging, and direct FTP transfers will stop working.
Account notifications about uploads and other issues will halt.
Eye-Fi mobile and desktop apps will no longer be updated.
Wi-Fi hotspot and base station connections may work, but if they don’t, there’s no way to fix them.
Eye-Fi says that owners can configure their cards before the cutoff date to use selective transfers (which lets you use a camera interface to mark 

which photos to upload) and the mini-hotspot Direct Mode, but then those options can never be changed later. Direct Mode isn’t guaranteed to 
keep working, either.

As recompense for removing these features, Eye-Fi is offering a paltry 20 percent discount for up to three cards purchased directly from its Web 
site until 15 September 2016. This is chintzy, even though the company described it as a “deep discount.” First, hardware makers often have hard 
costs that are only half of a product’s retail price; a one-for-one 50 percent discount should have been the starting point for people who bought X2 
products. Second, anyone who purchased an X2 in the last five years that was still functional should have been offered a mail-in 100 percent swap for 
the lowest-end Mobi model. Eye-Fi has tarnished its reputation far more than the cost of swapping out what is likely a relatively small number of 
cards.

It’s hard to know how much these policies would cost the privately held company: it has never disclosed sales figures. But generally, only a fraction 
of owners take advantage of trade-ins, making a generous offer more affordable than it might seem and engendering significant good will, along with 

http://x2migration.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/articles/216741158
http://x2migration.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/articles/216741158
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/eye-fi-makes-pretty-ideas-come-true/
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/eye-fi-makes-pretty-ideas-come-true/
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/eye-fi-makes-pretty-ideas-come-true/
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/eye-fi-makes-pretty-ideas-come-true/
http://petapixel.com/2013/06/03/eye-fi-mobi-beams-photos-from-camera-to-phone-or-tablet-instantly/
http://petapixel.com/2013/06/03/eye-fi-mobi-beams-photos-from-camera-to-phone-or-tablet-instantly/
http://wifinetnews.com/archives/2011/04/eye-fis_direct_mode_turns_card_into_hotspot_for_mobile_trans.html
http://wifinetnews.com/archives/2011/04/eye-fis_direct_mode_turns_card_into_hotspot_for_mobile_trans.html
https://x2help.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/articles/200112756-Geotagging-Overview
https://x2help.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/articles/200112756-Geotagging-Overview
http://www.macworld.com/article/2899489/cameramakers-missed-the-wi-fi-bandwagon-on-the-road-to-obsolescence.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2899489/cameramakers-missed-the-wi-fi-bandwagon-on-the-road-to-obsolescence.html
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2010/12/wireless_photo_transfers
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2010/12/wireless_photo_transfers
http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2009/01/sony-puts-browser-in-g3-camera/
http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2009/01/sony-puts-browser-in-g3-camera/
http://x2migration.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/categories/200570848-Migrating-Eyefi-Premium-to-Eyefi-Cloud
http://x2migration.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/categories/200570848-Migrating-Eyefi-Premium-to-Eyefi-Cloud
http://x2migration.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/categories/200570848-Migrating-Eyefi-Premium-to-Eyefi-Cloud
http://x2migration.eyefi.com/hc/en-us/categories/200570848-Migrating-Eyefi-Premium-to-Eyefi-Cloud
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future hardware purchases and recurring subscription fees.

The Danger of Living in the Cloud -- Eye-Fi isn’t the first and won’t be the last cautionary tale. A few months ago, Alphabet-owned Nest 
announced that it would shut down service for Revolv, a $300 hub for smart home devices. Nest bought Revolv in October 2014 and stopped 
selling new models, but continued to support the product. In April 2016, Nest said it would brick the Revolv on 16 May 2016 — it used more 
polite language — making the device worthless within about two years of release.

The response from owners and unrelated parties alike was negative. Nest suffered from internal dissension and malaise, and its head, former Apple 
exec Tony Fadell, “left” his position just months later. Within a few weeks of the April announcement, Nest pushed the shutdown to 19 June 
2016, and offered full refunds to owners who contacted the company.

Nest also suffered from outages (in November 2015 and January 2016), as well as an automatically pushed software upgrade that resulted in 
some owners being unable to control the temperature.

Many lesser known and less expensive IoT devices, which can include home routers and video-streaming boxes, stop receiving firmware upgrades 
and remain insecure or stop working consistently. This kind of routine behavior receives much less attention.

The Federal Trade Commission has expressed ongoing concern about the security of IoT devices and settled an action against Asus in 2016 
based on a hack in 2014 for misrepresentation in its marketing. But the FTC can typically intervene only if a company engages in deceptive or 
unfair practices. If a company doesn’t promise support for a particular length of time, the FTC has little to no power to engage.

Eye-Fi doesn’t have the excuse of an acquisition or bankruptcy to justify dropping support for even its relatively recent cards. The company did sell 
the newer photo-sharing part of its business, Eye-Fi Cloud, to Ricoh, which will expand the service and continue to allow Eye-Fi Mobi customers 
to use it.

But that’s hardly an excuse. If supporting the X2 line for years longer was too much of a burden, swapping them out would have been a more 
prudent move.

Let the Cloud Rain Down Software -- Eye-Fi has been in business for almost a decade. Nest, now a division of Google’s restructuring into the 
Alphabet holding company, is part of an organization that has been around for over 15 years. If these companies can’t manage a soft landing for a 
troubled IoT device, what about startups that have just a few months or years under their belts, haven’t turned a profit, and have proprietary 
hardware and software?

As Cory Doctorow noted in his Boing Boing post on this shutdown:
The Internet of Things bubble is based on startups with six months to one year of runway, making hardware with sub-2% margins (if it’s not 

being made at a loss), which has zero use if the company’s server shuts down.
The odds of most of these companies failing or being acquired and then shut down — like Revolv — are extremely high. It used to be that when 

you were an early adopter of hardware, the worst you’d experience was a failure to get new drivers or updated apps for new releases of operating 
systems. Or you’d no longer be able to get parts, supplies, or repairs. Now, early adopters are risking investing in an expensive brick. Whether you 
back a crowdfunding campaign or you buy from an established company, the risk seems about the same.

There is something that could be done, and some companies are doing it. Eye-Fi could have eased the pain by releasing all the code necessary to 
allow configuration, whether through a user-run cloud service or locally run apps, under an open-source license. Eye-Fi is likely not using that code in 
a substantive way as it moves forward, or it would be able to continue supporting these older products.

A Seattle firm, Glowforge, has promised that when it ships its cloud-controlled 2D laser cutter, it will also release the product’s firmware under a 
GPL license, which will allow what it calls an “escape hatch” if the company or product fails to continue to be viable. (Disclosure: I have friends who 
co-founded and work at Glowforge.) This is what happened with the Chumby line of hardware, an open-development bedside clock-ish device that 
was well ahead of its time, when its maker had to shut down.

Releasing the code as open source won’t make a difference unless some other party picks up the ball, but it’s better than nothing. As more stories of 
stranded IoT devices stack up, companies may have to put more promises in place, including potentially escrowed funds to run basic services if they 
go under, to keep early adopters happy. Early adopters provide the funds and market excitement necessary for new products to succeed.

For now, though, we ignore the lessons of Eye-Fi, Revolv, and others at our peril. If the Internet of Things is to be more than a flash in the pan, 
companies will have to acknowledge the full life cycle of their products, even when that continues beyond a firm’s interest or even its demise.

ExtraBITS
Microsoft Buying LinkedIn for $26.2 Billion -- Microsoft has announced that it is buying the professional networking service LinkedIn for $26.2 
billion. The acquisition brings with it the training Web site Lynda.com, which LinkedIn bought last year. Microsoft said that LinkedIn, which boasts 
over 400 million users, will retain its current leadership and independence. What’s less clear is how Microsoft will connect LinkedIn with Office 365 
and its other services, or if LinkedIn will remain largely separate.

Red Giant LLC has just announced the release of their Universe 2.0. Video enthusiast are encouraged to go to their web site and check out the new 
features.

http://www.techtimes.com/articles/18702/20141025/nest-purchase-of-revolv-brings-google-step-closer-to-complete-domination-of-smart-home.htm
http://www.techtimes.com/articles/18702/20141025/nest-purchase-of-revolv-brings-google-step-closer-to-complete-domination-of-smart-home.htm
http://www.theverge.com/2016/4/4/11362928/google-nest-revolv-shutdown-smart-home-products
http://www.theverge.com/2016/4/4/11362928/google-nest-revolv-shutdown-smart-home-products
http://www.thedigitalmediazone.com/2016/05/15/nest-pushes-out-revolv-shutdown-date-clarifies-refund/
http://www.thedigitalmediazone.com/2016/05/15/nest-pushes-out-revolv-shutdown-date-clarifies-refund/
http://www.thedigitalmediazone.com/2016/05/15/nest-pushes-out-revolv-shutdown-date-clarifies-refund/
http://www.thedigitalmediazone.com/2016/05/15/nest-pushes-out-revolv-shutdown-date-clarifies-refund/
http://revolv.com/
http://revolv.com/
https://www.engadget.com/2015/09/07/nest-outage/
https://www.engadget.com/2015/09/07/nest-outage/
https://techcrunch.com/2016/01/09/nests-smart-home-apps-are-back-online-following-outages/
https://techcrunch.com/2016/01/09/nests-smart-home-apps-are-back-online-following-outages/
http://www.techhive.com/article/3022794/connected-home/nest-thermostat-software-bug-chills-users-once-again.html
http://www.techhive.com/article/3022794/connected-home/nest-thermostat-software-bug-chills-users-once-again.html
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2016/02/asus-case-suggests-6-things-watch-internet-things
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2016/02/asus-case-suggests-6-things-watch-internet-things
http://arstechnica.com/security/2014/02/dear-asus-router-user-youve-been-pwned-thanks-to-easily-exploited-flaw/
http://arstechnica.com/security/2014/02/dear-asus-router-user-youve-been-pwned-thanks-to-easily-exploited-flaw/
http://petapixel.com/2016/06/20/ricoh-acquires-eyefis-cloud-service/
http://petapixel.com/2016/06/20/ricoh-acquires-eyefis-cloud-service/
http://petapixel.com/2016/06/20/ricoh-acquires-eyefis-cloud-service/
http://petapixel.com/2016/06/20/ricoh-acquires-eyefis-cloud-service/
https://boingboing.net/2016/06/30/eye-fi-orphans-14-products-wh.html
https://boingboing.net/2016/06/30/eye-fi-orphans-14-products-wh.html
https://glowforge.com/blog/we-ll-release-a-gpl-licensed-firmware-for-glowforge/
https://glowforge.com/blog/we-ll-release-a-gpl-licensed-firmware-for-glowforge/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chumby
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chumby
http://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2016/06/13/microsoft-to-acquire-linkedin/
http://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2016/06/13/microsoft-to-acquire-linkedin/
https://www.redgiant.com/universe/
https://www.redgiant.com/universe/
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
Who Wants to Be a Dictator?

Have you always wanted to become a dictator? Not that kind! I meant the kind who talks to their Mac instead of typing. If you don’t like to type, 
or you can’t type due to repetitive strain injury (RSI) or other ailment, dictation may be just the ticket. And even if you love to type, dictation is a nice 
change of pace.

Dictation may also be faster than typing, especially if you speak clearly and quickly or you type slowly and poorly. We’ll look at an advanced 
third-party speech recognition program called Dragon for Mac in Chapter 3. But since Dragon costs up to $200 and there’s no free trial available, 
here’s how to dictate to your Mac without spending a dime.

How to become a (Mac) dictator: The step-by-step instructions
• Launch System Preferences.
• Click the Dictation & Speech icon.
• Click the Dictation tab.
• Click the On button.
• Click the Use Enhanced Dictation checkbox if you want to use dictation when you don’t have an Internet connection. It may take up to an hour 

for everything to download, so only check the box when you’ve got fast, reliable Internet access.
• (Optional) Choose a keyboard shortcut to toggle dictation on and off without revisiting System Preferences again. I use Control + Option + 

Command + D (for dictation).
• Choose a microphone by clicking the little inverted caret below the microphone icon and selecting the mic you want to use. The mic icon 

becomes your audio level meter; make a loud noise like a clap or a whoop and watch it bounce up and down.
Now, to dictate to your Mac, launch your favorite word processor and then turn on dictation using your keyboard shortcut. Start talking and 

watch the words appear on your screen like magic. But wait! There's more! You can enable advanced dictation commands and then edit text and 
control actions on your Mac by voice! To do it:
• Launch System Preferences.
• Click the Accessibility icon.
• Click Dictation in the list on the left.
• Click the Dictation Commands button.
• Click the Enable Advanced Commands checkbox to speak advanced commands such as select the next or previous word, sentence or paragraph; 

go to the beginning or end of a word, sentence, paragraph; Undo; Redo; Cut, Copy or Paste; switch to or launch an application.
While the OS X rendition is not as powerful and lacks many of the features of Dragon For Mac, it works well enough for light use and you can't 

beat the price—it’s absolutely free.
One last thing: Since speech-to-text works decently with your Mac’s built-in mic, why not give it a try? Then, if you like it, consider buying 

yourself a decent headset mic and/or a copy of Dragon for Mac.

Has This Happened to You?
• Your iPhone SPONTANEOUSLY MADE A PHONE CALL FOR NO APPARENT REASON?
• Friends say, "I'm returning your call," EVEN THOUGH YOU KNOW YOU DIDN'T CALL THEM?
• You see phone numbers in your Recent Calls list BUT YOU KNOW YOU DIDN'T DIAL THEM?  
• If any of these things has happened to you, I'm pretty sure I know why. And, I'm also pretty sure I know a habit that will eliminate spontaneous 

iPhone dialing (aka butt-dialing) forever.   
The reason it happens, you see, is that you almost certainly didn't lock your phone before you stuck it into your pocket, purse, pack, cup holder, or 

whatever. With an unlocked phone it's far too easy to accidentally dial or redial a phone number without knowing. 
The reason I'm relatively certain that's why your iPhone is making those calls is that I forced myself to adopt a new habit of pressing my iPhone's 

Lock button religiously before stashing it in my pocket (or anywhere else). I rarely forget to lock it anymore and I haven't butt-dialed anyone in 
months.

Give it a shot. Make a commitment to remember not to stash your phone without locking it first. In a few weeks, you won't even think about it—
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it'll become a habit and you'll do it automatically.      

Just remember to click it (the Lock button) before you stick it (your iPhone) in your pocket/purse/pack/etc. and you'll never suffer an 
embarrassing butt-dialing incident again.

Using OS X's built-in text replacement
I use TextExpander to expand short abbreviations into longer words, sentences, or paragraphs; I made this short movie of just a few of the 

things I use it for each and every day: 
And here's a quick recap of what just happened (in the video) with the abbreviation I typed on the left and what TextExpander changed it into 

when I pressed the space bar on the right:

Abbreviation (characters I typed) Expansion (what was typed when I pressed the space bar)

td May 29, 2016

tt 10:16 AM

sig Regards,

Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus
—
• Technology columnist for the Houston Chronicle and the Mac Observer• 
Author of more than 75 books including iPhone For Dummies
• Host and Producer of The BobLeVitus.TV Show
• Creator of Working Smarter for Mac Users
—

ipd iPhone For Dummies

ipfd iPad For Dummies

xfd OS X El Capitan For Dummies

 
TextExpander is one of the most useful utilities on my Mac and I'll talk more about it in a future newsletter. But for the time being, I’d be remiss if 

I didn’t at least mention that TextExpander’s signature feature—replacing abbreviations with text—is built into OS X (10.10 Yosemite and later). 
And while the OS X rendition isn’t as powerful or flexible as TextExpander, it works pretty well in a pinch and the substitutions you create can be 
synced and used on your iDevices!

Here’s how to create those abbreviations and replacement expansions on your Mac:
    1.    Launch System Preferences.
    2.    Click the Keyboard icon.
    3.    Click the Text Tab.
    4.    Click the little +.
    5.    Type the abbreviation in the Replace field.
    6.    Type the replacement word or phrase in the With field.
    7.    There is no step 7.

One last thing before I go... I wrote a column about using the iPhone SE for a few weeks; it's all right here in Dr. Mac's Rants & Raves #77: 
iPhone SE: Is Less the New More?

Why the Hell Haven’t You Customized Your Toolbar and Sidebar???
I’m teaching a class on Mac basics at University of Texas Informal Classes and It freaks me out that not a single one of my students knew you 

could customize the Toolbar and Sidebar. And that’s a shame since they’re two powerful features that have been around since time immemorial and 
are common to all Finder windows in all versions of OS X.

If your Sidebar and Toolbar are still just as Apple shipped them, you’re about to see how to make them über-useful. And for those who’ve 
customized their Sidebar or Toolbar, let me show you a few of my favorite tricks for making them work smarter.

http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=f8df1caec6&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=f8df1caec6&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=34e17051c3&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=34e17051c3&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=34e17051c3&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=34e17051c3&e=97dac8bc8b
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On Making Your Toolbar Work Smarter

You probably know that in the Finder, you can choose View-->Customize Toolbar to add or remove items from the Toolbar. And, if you didn’t, 
you do now:

What you probably don’t know is that you can also add any folder or file to your Toolbar by holding down the Command key and dragging the 
item onto the Toolbar.

In the figure above, I’ve added the Dropbox, Work, and Desktop NOT folders to my Toolbar, making it easy for me to drag files or folders onto 
any of them or open 'em in their own tab with a single click.

The Command key is also the key (haha) to several other useful Toolbar tricks. For one, you may know that you can rearrange items on the 
toolbar as long as the Customize Toolbar sheet is open… But it’s often faster to just press Command and rearrange your Toolbar icons without 
involving the Customize Toolbar sheet.

The Command key is also the key (haha again) to removing items you don't want in the Toolbar anymore. To get rid of an item in the Toolbar, 
press Command and drag the icon off the Toolbar; when you release the mouse button, the item will disappear with a satisfying “poof.” Or, you can 
invoke the Customize Toolbar sheet and drag them off without the Command key, but what fun is that?

Here’s one final Toolbar tip before we move on: If you often forget what your Toolbar icons mean, choose Icon and Text from the pop-up Show 
menu in the lower left corner of the Customize Toolbar sheet. This will display the item’s name below its icon, as shown in the previous figure. Or, 
hover the pointer over any item in the Toolbar for a few seconds and its description appears as a tool tip (Perform tasks with the selected items in the 
figure below):

One last thing: If you try to drag a file or folder to the Toolbar and it won’t stick, chances are you’re trying to drag an alias. You can’t do that. 
Instead, find the original file by clicking on the alias and choosing File-->Show Original (or Command + R) and then dragging the original file onto 
the Toolbar.

On Making Your Sidebar Work Smarter
Many users underestimate the convenience of the Sidebar, never bothering to customize it to suit their needs. That’s a big mistake. Although 

Apple populates a stock Sidebar with some useful folders, if you want to make it really useful, you need to populate it with the folders you use most.
To add a folder to the sidebar (WSM e-book in this example), drag the folder onto the Sidebar. Make sure it’s positioned between two folders and 

you see a little line between the folders (as shown on the left in the figure below). When you release the mouse button, WSM e-book appears in the 
Sidebar between the two folders where the line was (as shown on the right in the figure below).

If you drag the folder onto another folder in the Sidebar (the Column Fodder folder in the figure below), instead of dragging it between two 
folders (Dr. Mac Columns and Mac Observer Columns in the figure above), you’ll move the WSM e-book folder into the Column Fodder folder 
instead of adding it to the Sidebar.

To remove a folder from your Sidebar, just drag it out of the Sidebar until you see a little X in a circle. When you do, release the mouse button and 
the folder disappears with a satisfying “poof.”

By the way, folders in the Sidebar are merely aliases to the actual folder—removing a folder from the Sidebar only removes the alias from the 
Sidebar—the folder itself remains in place and untouched.

The thing that makes the Sidebar so uniquely useful is that it appears in both Open and Save dialogs as well as Finder windows. Whatever appears 
in the Sidebar in the Finder, as shown on the left in the figure below, also appears in the Sidebar of Open and Save dialogs, as shown on the right.

My Sidebar is always in a state of flux. For example, I add project folders (like Working Smarter) when I’m actively working on them, and remove 
them when that project is done. I also add folders I frequently save files into such as Column Fodder and Recipes folders.

The point is: There’s no reason not to add every folder you use regularly to the Sidebar.
Last but not least, sharp-eyed readers have surely noticed that I have several folders in both the Toolbar and the Sidebar. My answer to that is: Why 

not? I use those three folders more than the others; having them available in more than one place is convenient. There’s no penalty for having 
multiple aliases of a folder… So why wouldn’t I make it as easy as possible to access folders I use most?

Yours Truly,

Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission. Sign up for the Working Smarter for Mac Users NL to get Bob’s tips delivered directly to your email box.

http://www.workingsmarterformacusers.com/signupform
http://www.workingsmarterformacusers.com/signupform
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WWDC 2016 Keynote Recap
by Adam C. Engst 

Even in the post-Steve Jobs era, Apple keynotes seldom disappoint, and this year’s presentation was no exception. But in the company’s 
continuing efforts to engage with the world outside the tech industry, CEO Tim Cook led off with an acknowledgment of the horrific shooting in 
Orlando, calling it “a senseless, unconscionable act of terrorism and hate, aimed at dividing and destroying.” Then he asked the audience to rise and 
join him in a moment of silence. It was a tasteful move, and a heartfelt one.

After that, Cook ran through some numbers, noting that there are now 13 million developers writing for Apple platforms. The iOS App Store 
now boasts 2 million apps, and Apple says it has paid $50 billion to developers. On the other end of the spectrum, Apple was happy to announce 
that there are now over 6000 apps for the Apple TV.

We were chatting during the keynote with more than 60 people in the #events channel of SlackBITS where there was some snark about how 
broadly that $50 billion has been distributed. (It might be somewhat disjointed, but you could mimic the experience by watching the video while 
scrolling through the discussion. SlackBITS has almost 600 members now; feel free to join us!)

With no new hardware announced, the rest of the keynote focused on forthcoming updates to Apple’s four operating systems: OS X, iOS, 
watchOS, and tvOS. Wait, did I say OS X? No longer, because with the next release, Apple is renaming it macOS to match its siblings. It will 
undoubtedly take everyone a while to become accustomed to the name change, but we’re in favor of it, both for consistency reasons and because we 
were unhappy when Apple dropped the “Mac” in “Mac OS X” during the days of Lion. It’s the Mac’s operating system, so Mac should be in the 
name. Although macOS will still have a version number (10.12), Apple is also continuing with its recent practice of using California-based names, so 
the full name will be macOS 10.12 Sierra, which we’ll start abbreviating once it becomes well recognized.

Speaking of macOS 10.12 Sierra, I wrote about it in “macOS 10.12 Sierra to Succeed OS X 10.11 El Capitan” (13 June 2016), but it will be 
most notable for adding support for Siri, enhancing Photos with automatic recognition technologies, and enabling Apple Pay for the Web so you 
can pay via Safari. To integrate the Mac more deeply into Apple’s ecosystem, you’ll be able to auto-unlock your Mac when you’re wearing an Apple 
Watch (finally!), copy and paste between all your Apple devices, and access everything in your Desktop and Documents folders on any device via 
iCloud Drive. Lower-level features include Optimized Storage, which automatically frees up space on your Mac by uploading rarely used files to the 
cloud; tab support in all apps; and picture-in-picture support for those who just have to watch videos while working.

If that sounds like a lot, sit down, since iOS 10 promises even bigger changes. In keeping with the version number, Apple showed off ten notable 
changes that Josh Centers covered in “iOS 10 Promises New Lock Screen, Open Siri, and More” (13 June 2016). For here, suffice to say that iOS 
10 will:

1. Radically improve the lock screen experience
2. Open Siri up to developers
3. Offer better typing suggestions
4. Enhance Photos
5. Give Maps significantly more capabilities
6. Redesign the Music app
7. Add subscriptions to a redesigned News app
8. Extend the capabilities of HomeKit for home automation
9. Add voicemail transcription for phone calls
10. Build all sorts of fancy effects into Messages
In some ways, the most compelling update is watchOS 3, which is vastly faster, adds more watch faces with more complications, and simplifies 

replying to messages, as explained by Tonya Engst in “Why watchOS 3 Will Be Nimble and Nifty” (13 June 2016). In two changes familiar from 
iOS, the side button will now display the Dock, which you can configure with your most-used apps, and swiping up from the bottom of the screen 
shows Control Center. Pressing and holding on the side button brings up an SOS screen for making an emergency call. Apple has improved the 
popular Timer app, and the Activity app now offers activity sharing and gains awareness of the activity of wheelchair users. A new app called Breathe 
helps users relax with deep-breathing exercises.

Rounding out the platform updates, tvOS 10 enhances its support for Siri, brings single sign-on for apps that require cable or satellite 
subscriptions, and adds a dark mode for those who find the brightness of the interface visually painful. Julio Ojeda-Zapata covered those changes in 
“tvOS 10 to Get Improved Siri, Single Sign-on, iOS Remote App” (13 June 2016). A new iOS Remote app can do everything the Siri Remote 
can, including work with Siri, navigate the interface, and act as a game controller. Finally, if you get an iOS app with an Apple TV version, it will 
download automatically, saving you a search in the Apple TV App Store.

World Wide Developer’s Conference

https://slackbits.slack.com/messages/events/
https://slackbits.slack.com/messages/events/
http://tid.bl.it/join-slackbits
http://tid.bl.it/join-slackbits
http://www.apple.com/macos/sierra-preview/
http://www.apple.com/macos/sierra-preview/
http://tidbits.com/article/16569
http://tidbits.com/article/16569
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios10-preview/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios10-preview/
http://tidbits.com/article/16568
http://tidbits.com/article/16568
http://www.apple.com/watchos-preview/
http://www.apple.com/watchos-preview/
http://tidbits.com/article/16571
http://tidbits.com/article/16571
http://www.apple.com/tvos-preview/
http://www.apple.com/tvos-preview/
http://tidbits.com/article/16567
http://tidbits.com/article/16567
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For each of these new operating systems, developer previews are available now, with the free public releases slated for “this fall.” That’s likely to 

mean sometime in September or October, and given how integrated these systems are with one another, it’s likely they’ll all be out at the same time. 
(Take Control authors, start your keyboards!) Both macOS 10.12 Sierra and iOS 10 will have public betas starting in July, if you want to give them 
a spin.

Finally, it’s worth noting that this keynote had the most diverse set of presenters ever, most of whom did at least as good a job as Apple’s white 
male executives. That emphasis on diversity was bolstered by a video of Apple developers that showcased developers around the world. And, as long 
as we’re talking about gender equality, watchOS 3 adds a Minnie Mouse watch face. Like most tech companies, Apple’s employees, particularly 
among engineers and executives, may not be as diverse as the company’s customers, but it’s great to see the company making an effort to include 
women and minorities prominently.

macOS 10.12 Sierra to Succeed OS X 10.11 El Capitan
by Adam C. Engst

During the WWDC 2016 keynote today, Apple took the wraps off the replacement to OS X 10.11 El Capitan. The change that will affect the 
most people is the least technical — Apple is renaming its Mac operating system from OS X to macOS to make it consistent with the company’s 
other operating systems, iOS, watchOS, and tvOS. It’s a good move — as a name, “OS X” had no connection with the Mac, ever since Apple 
dropped the word “Mac” during the days of 10.7 Lion. And while the “X” in OS X both moved on from Mac OS 9 and referenced the new Unix 
underpinnings, all of Apple’s operating systems are now based on Unix, and that’s not the selling point it was when Macs were much less stable.

Apple is continuing both the same version numbering and its recent practice of naming versions of the operating system after inspiring locations in 
California. So we’ll be writing about macOS 10.12 Sierra for the next 18 months. With Sierra, Apple is once again alluding to a rock formation, 
although a much bigger one than Yosemite’s El Capitan — the Sierra Nevada mountain range in this case.

Tying the Apple Ecosystem Together -- Most striking among the changes in macOS Sierra are those that integrate the Mac more deeply into 
Apple’s hardware ecosystem. For instance, the new Auto Unlock feature eliminates the need to enter your login password if you’re wearing an 
associated Apple Watch. Regardless of the improvements in watchOS 3, Auto Unlock may spur Apple Watch sales on its own — I get sick of 
typing my login password repeatedly and would have a stronger one yet if I seldom had to enter it. Apple said nothing about other authentication 
capabilities, but wouldn’t it be great if wearing an Apple Watch eliminated all requests for your Apple ID password, on all your devices? I’d pay for 
that.

We just published a big article about the clipboard (see “OS X Hidden Treasures: Copy and Paste,” 11 June 2016), but it will need updating 
once macOS Sierra ships, thanks to Universal Clipboard, which extends the clipboard concept across all your devices. Copy some text from your 
Mac and paste it on your iPhone instead of typing! The only unfortunate aspect of this capability is that it has been provided by a variety of 
third-party apps so far, and they may have trouble competing with Apple’s Universal Clipboard unless they can offer additional capabilities.

Apple is enhancing iCloud Drive in an interesting way. Although it will remain largely useless for collaboration in comparison to Dropbox, 
Google Drive, and Box, macOS Sierra can make the contents of your Desktop and Documents folders available across all your devices via iCloud 
Drive. This will likely require paying Apple for more space — I don’t know about you, but my folders contain over 26 GB of data. Given that 
iCloud’s monthly prices in the United States are just $0.99 for 50 GB, $2.99 for 200 GB, and $9.99 for 1 TB, it might be worth it.

Finally, Apple Pay will make its way to the Web, and with Apple Pay support in Safari, you’ll be able to pay for online purchases with ease, 
authenticating your credit card details with Touch ID on your iPhone or by double-clicking the side button on your Apple Watch. Using Apple Pay 
ensures that your credit card details are never shared with the vendor, eliminating the possibility of them being compromised in a security breach. 
We’ll see if Chrome and Firefox are allowed to add Apple Pay support as well.

macOS Sierra, or macOS Siri? -- Although the integration features may be compelling for many people, the marquee addition to macOS Sierra 
is Siri. From the demo, it appears you must 
press a key or click a Dock icon to invoke 
Siri, though a “Hey, Siri” option would be 
welcome for those who don’t share office 
space.

Siri can do many of the same things in 
macOS as it can in iOS, such as sending 
messages, locating files, and searching the 
Internet. When searching for files, you can 
even refine searches after they find too 
many results on the first try. Since Siri 
results are quite ephemeral, you can pin 
them in Notification Center for later 

https://beta.apple.com/
https://beta.apple.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierra_Nevada_(U.S.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierra_Nevada_(U.S.)
http://www.apple.com/macos/sierra-preview/
http://www.apple.com/macos/sierra-preview/
http://tidbits.com/article/16552
http://tidbits.com/article/16552
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201238
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201238
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reference. And the results of Siri searches can be 
transferred from the results window to other apps via 
drag-and-drop, just as you’d expect on the Mac.

Some of Apple’s example Siri commands include:
• Show the PDFs in my Downloads folder.
• How much free space do I have on my Mac?
• What’s the weather in Lake Tahoe?
• Show the photos from yesterday.
• Add Laura to my 10 AM meeting.
El Capitan has voice dictation even now, so we 

expect that to be in macOS Sierra as well, hopefully 
with whatever enhancements Apple has made in 
general.

In the iOS portion of the keynote, Apple said that it was opening Siri up to developers. No mention was made of that during the description of 
Siri in macOS, but we hope the APIs are available on both platforms.

Photographs and Memories -- Apple spent quite a bit of time demoing new features in Photos, and honestly, it was a bit of a jumble. Photos 
gains a number of automatic recognition capabilities, so it will be able to identify who is in photos, as well as objects and scenery in the photos, all 
without manual training. You’ll be able to search for photos by what’s in them, along with date and location.

A built-in People album will automatically bring together all photos of the people in your life, thanks to improved facial recognition technology. 
Returning from iPhoto is a Places album that displays all your photos on a world map.

The new version of Photos will use this technology to create Memories, which is also the name of a new top-level tab in Photos that automatically 
creates slideshows and shareable collections of your best photos. We’ll see how well it works when it ships, but since putting together photo 
slideshows is relatively time-consuming now, it could be worthwhile.

Other Peaks in Sierra -- Apple promised a number of other fascinating-sounding changes in macOS Sierra.
For those who have trouble fitting their data into the flash storage on a small MacBook Air, for instance, Optimized Storage may prove helpful. 

Most notably, it automatically moves rarely used old files to iCloud, likely creating another reason to pay for more iCloud storage. It also reminds 
you to delete used app installers, and on its own can remove duplicate downloads, caches, logs, and the like. It will even automatically delete items 
that have been in the Trash for 30 days, a feature that Windows has had for ages. Apple tried it on a system with 20 GB free and Optimized Storage 
freed up another 130 GB. Nevertheless, lots of questions surround Optimized Storage.

Messages in macOS Sierra won’t get all the features Apple is adding to the app in iOS 10, but it will be able to display them. Similarly, some of the 
design changes in iOS 10’s Music app will be making their way to iTunes; it remains to be seen if that will be sufficient to make it usable again.

Some time ago, Apple added tab support to the Finder, following along with the tab capabilities of Safari and every other Web browser on the 
planet. In macOS Sierra, apps that currently open documents in their own windows will be able to confine them to tabs, something that a few apps 
like Adobe’s InDesign and Photoshop do already.

Finally, for those who like having some video in the background at all times, macOS Sierra will take a page from iOS 9 on the iPad and add 
Picture in Picture. You’ll be able to float a resizable video window from Safari or iTunes in any corner of your screen while you pretend to get work 
done.

Compatibility and Availability -- Regarding hardware compatibility, macOS Sierra will run on MacBook and iMac models released in late 2009 
and later, and on MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Mac mini, and Mac Pro models released in 2010 and later. This is a major change from the 
compatibility chart for 10.8 Mountain Lion, 10.9 Mavericks, 10.10 Yosemite, and 10.11 El Capitan, all of which supported machines as far back as 
2007.

As much as it can be frustrating when an older Mac is dropped off the back of the wagon like this, we’re still talking 6–7 years of backward 
compatibility, and a lot of niggling little issues probably go away because the hardware is newer and more consistent.

macOS Sierra is available for developers now, and Apple will open a public beta next month if you want to get your hands on it early. It’s 
scheduled for release “this fall,” which will likely mean September or October given past performance. Like all recent releases, it will be free.

iOS 10 Promises New Lock Screen, Open Siri, and More
by Josh Centers 

Apple has announced iOS 10, due this fall, with a public beta opening in July, which you can sign up for now. That said, we don’t recommend 
that you install beta software on your daily device.

Unfortunately, Apple is dropping support for some older devices with iOS 10: the iPhone 4S, iPad 2, third-generation iPad, and the 
first-generation iPad mini.

https://beta.apple.com/sp/betaprogram/
https://beta.apple.com/sp/betaprogram/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios10-preview/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios10-preview/
https://beta.apple.com/sp/betaprogram/
https://beta.apple.com/sp/betaprogram/
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iOS 10 will bring a number of welcome refinements, including a new Lock screen, third-party Siri integration, redesigned Music and News apps, 

and some interesting new Messages features.
New Lock Screen -- Perhaps the most distinctive visual change in iOS 10 is the new Lock screen, which features a new look for notifications. To 

make them stand out from the background, notifications now appear in light gray bubbles.
More functionally compelling is that you will be able to raise the iPhone to wake up the screen, like the Apple Watch. This change also solves the 

problem of the Touch ID sensor being so fast that the iPhone unlocks before you can see your notifications.
The Lock screen in iOS 10 will also provide easier access to widgets and the camera: swipe from the left to access a Dashboard-like screen of 

widgets, or from the right to access the camera.
Control Center also receives a redesign, with a new look and the capability to swipe right to see larger music controls and album art. 

Unfortunately, it looks like it’s still not user-customizable.
3D Touch will be more useful in iOS 10. You’ll be able to press notifications to display app data without unlocking the iPhone. For instance, you 

can press an iMessage notification to see that conversation. You can also clear all notifications with 3D Touch.
Similar 3D Touch improvements will also be available on the Home screen. For example, you’ll be able to 3D Touch the Weather app to see a 

forecast.
Siri Improvements -- For years, iOS users have wanted to be able to use Siri to control third-party apps, and with iOS 10, that will finally become 

possible. Apple has opened Siri up to developers, so we expect Siri support to become widespread.
For instance, you’ll be able to use Siri to call a car with Uber or Lyft, send a message in Slack or WeChat, search for photos on Pinterest, make calls 

with Skype, send money with Square Cash, and more. Those are just some of the Siri integrations expected at iOS 10’s launch, and we’re sure that 
many more are on the way.

Emoji Till you Drop -- Taking cues from Facebook, Google, Snapchat, and others, the keyboard and Messages apps will be much more 
expressive in iOS 10.

Apple called Messages iOS’s 
“most used app,” and it’s 
receiving a commensurate 
amount of attention. It moves 
well beyond simple emoji to 
incorporate handwritten 
notes, custom message 
b u b b l e s , c o n t e x t u a l 
animations, Slack-like 
reactions and link previews, 
and the capability to adorn 
messages with “invisible ink,” 
so that they’re obscured until 
the recipient chooses to reveal 
them. You’ll also be able to 
take short videos, which you can draw over.

Messages is also being opened to third-party developers, who will be able to add 
things like stickers to photos shared via Messages. Prepare yourself for thousands of 
apps that let you dress up your “text” messages.

This additional expressiveness will be available outside of Messages as well. The 
QuickType keyboard in iOS 10 will suggest emoji as you type and will even let you 
tap words to replace them with the appropriate emoji. (We’re hoping for a feature 
that translates emoji into words so we can figure out what some of these 
emoji-laden messages are supposed to mean.)

These QuickType changes aren’t just for goofing around. Apple has incorporated 
Siri’s AI to provide smarter typing suggestions. For instance, if you type “John’s 
number is…” the QuickType bar will suggest related phone numbers to insert. 
Apple also says that you’ll be able to type in multiple languages without switching 
keyboards — we’re curious to see how that will work.

The News about Music -- In both Music and News in iOS 10, Apple seems to 
be experimenting with a new design language that includes big, bold text and large 
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images, both good news for the many users who have struggled with the wisp-thin type of recent iOS releases.

Music in iOS 10 is being redesigned from the ground up to be more clear 
and simple, with a new Search tab for better discoverability. Apple Music in 
iOS 10 will also be able to display song lyrics. Apple Music Connect seems to 
have disappeared in iOS 10, joining its cousin Ping in the afterlife of failed 
Apple social media experiments. It’s funny; just as Apple doesn’t understand 
group collaboration, the company also doesn’t get social media. For Apple, it’s 
always about the individual.

Other than a redesign, the big news about News is that it will support 
subscriptions to newspapers and magazines, though Apple didn’t provide any 
details about how publishers might be able to charge for their content.

Photos -- The Photos app sees a lot of improvements in iOS 10, especially in 
regards to browsing your iCloud Photo Library. As it stands, it’s easy to accumulate a huge pile of photos that is impossible to sort through, but 
Apple intends to change that with iOS 10.

First, Photos for iOS gains a couple of features that iPhoto veterans should remember: the option to view all photos on a map, based on embedded 
GPS information, and automatic sorting of photos via facial recognition.

But Apple is going deeper than mere facial recognition: Photos in iOS 10 will be able to recognize objects like horses, water, and mountains, 
making 11 billion calculations per photo to identify features it can categorize.

Photos will then take all of this information and automatically corral your photos into what Apple is calling Memories: automatically generated 
albums based on date, location, and identified people and features. In theory, Photos will generate Memories with collections of holiday and vacation 
photos, among other things.

Borrowing from the TimeHop app, Photos in iOS 10 will also remind you of certain Memories so you can revisit them. For instance, if you were 
on vacation a year ago, it might prompt you to look at those photos.

Memories will also incorporate video, automatically adjusting the play length and adding a soundtrack. You’ll be able to adjust the “mood” of a 
video and its playback time with a few simple controls.

These features are also coming to macOS Sierra, and the Memories will be viewable in the updated tvOS 10.
Maps -- New proactive features in Maps will let you swipe up from the bottom of the screen to receive contextual destination recommendations. 

For instance, if you have an appointment coming up, Maps will offer directions to that location. It will also let you browse specific types of locations, 
such as restaurants.

The navigation display in Maps is also improving, automatically adjusting the zoom level and letting you zoom out 
manually to see upcoming traffic conditions.

Perhaps most importantly, Apple is also opening Maps up to developers, turning the app into a sort of 
location-based hub. For example, you’ll be able to make OpenTable reservations or summon a car via Uber, all 
without leaving Maps.

The Rest -- The Phone app also gets developer 
extensions, so the app will finally integrate with 
third-party VoIP apps like Skype and Vonage. It will 
also be able to take advantage of spam filters to identify 
possible telemarketing calls! Fingers crossed that this 
feature works well, since we’re sick of the non-stop 
phone spam.
HomeKit is expanding, and along with it comes a new 
app, called 
Home, that 
will let you 
control a l l 
your HomeKit 
devices in one 
place. Home 

automation still 
largely seems to be a solution seeking a problem, but perhaps HomeKit is the 
standard that’s necessary to encourage innovation beyond the simple stuff.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/timehop/id569077959
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/timehop/id569077959
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Safari on the iPad will offer its own split-screen mode, making it possible to view two Web pages simultaneously. Given the power of Web apps 

and the need to work in multiple apps at once, that’s essential.
In its one nod to collaboration, Apple said the new version of Notes will allow multiple users to work on the same note at once. Notes seems like 

an odd place to provide real-time collaboration, but we can hope that Apple is merely dipping its toe in now and plans to make a more general 
collaboration capability available to developers in the future. We can dream, can’t we? (Note to Apple: please remember change tracking!)

Overall, iOS 10 looks like it will be a welcome release when it makes its public appearance in September or October. While it doesn’t offer a single 
marquee feature, iOS 10 bundles together so many small improvements that it should all add up to a notably better experience. Our main question is 
how easy it will be to incorporate these new features into your everyday use; we’ll be evaluating all that while we work on “iOS 10: A Take Control 
Crash Course.”

tvOS 10 to Get Improved Siri, Single Sign-on, iOS Remote App
by Julio Ojeda-Zapata

During the WWDC 2016 keynote (see “WWDC 2016 Keynote Recap,” 13 June 2016), Apple announced major feature updates in tvOS 
10, the iOS-inspired operating system powering the fourth-generation Apple TV. The key changes include Siri enhancements and improved sign-in 
for cable and satellite subscribers – and the company is even upgrading the iOS Remote app to more closely mimic the Apple TV’s Siri Remote.

Siri Enhancements -- The Siri voice-controlled assistant, available to Apple TV viewers since September 2015 with the release of the 
fourth-generation Apple TV, has been a useful but limited tool.

The newest update builds on Siri’s capabilities, adding the option to 
search by topic or theme through a library of 650,000 movies and TV 
episodes. Sample queries suggested by Apple include “Show movies about 
baseball,” “Find documentaries about cars,” and “Find high-school 
comedies from the ’80s.” The first hit on the latter during the keynote was, 
naturally, “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.”

Siri voice searches will also search YouTube, making it easier to find cute 
pug videos or – as demonstrated during the keynote – Steph Curry’s 
three-pointers.

Another Siri feature, which has existed for a while, but is just now being 
made official, takes users directly to live video within the apps that 
support the feature. Direct access to live video is huge for sports 
enthusiasts since saying “Watch CBS News” or “Watch ESPN 2” will 
display whatever live game is showing in those apps. Channels that offer 
this feature now include Disney, CBS, ESPN, and FX.
The Siri update also builds on the Apple TV’s HomeKit capabilities, 
which now includes direct control of HomeKit-enabled accessories in a 
residence. Users can, for instance, ask Siri to turn on lights or adjust the 
room temperature. Bonus points to the first developer who hacks the 
Apple TV to respond, “I’m sorry, Dave, I’m afraid I can’t do that.”
Single Sign-on -- Despite its apps and games, video streaming remains 
the prime reason to own an Apple TV. Apple said it launched the 

current-generation Apple TV with 80 video channels and now provides 1300.
Video streaming often involves accessing big-name broadcast and cable networks like ABC, ESPN, and HBO, but signing into each with your 

cable or satellite subscription credentials on an Apple TV can be a time-consuming ordeal.
Apple said it has licked this problem with a single-sign-on feature that will give users instant access, assuming they already pay for a television service 

with those video sources as part of a subscription package. It also requires that specific content providers support the feature in their tvOS apps.
During the single-sign-on process, you’ll see a list of video-streaming apps that support this feature and have the option to download some or all of 

them.
Once a content provider supports single sign-on with its Apple TV app, users with appropriate cable or satellite subscriptions can also access that 

video source via a similar single-sign-on process on iOS devices.

http://tidbits.com/article/16566
http://tidbits.com/article/16566
http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2016/06/13Powerful-New-Siri-Capabilities-Single-Sign-On-Coming-to-Apple-TV.html
http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2016/06/13Powerful-New-Siri-Capabilities-Single-Sign-On-Coming-to-Apple-TV.html
http://www.apple.com/tvos-preview/
http://www.apple.com/tvos-preview/
http://www.apple.com/tvos-preview/
http://www.apple.com/tvos-preview/
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New iOS Remote App -- Apple TV users who eschew the bundled Siri Remote in favor of Apple’s Remote app for iOS will be delighted to 

learn the app is undergoing significant improvements that make it more closely resemble the Siri Remote.
The Remote app will be able to be harnessed as a gaming controller courtesy of the iPhone’s integrated gyroscope, and it will also offer a touchpad 

section on the iPhone screen comparable to the touchpad on the Siri Remote. The app will also tap into Siri for Apple TV voice commands and 
display a new Now Playing screen with playback controls.

Other tvOS Updates -- Apple shared some smaller tvOS changes as well. They include:
• A new “dark mode” for those who use the Apple TV in a dark room and find its light-colored interface too bright

• Several new content sources, including the Sling TV live-cable service (app available immediately, see “FunBITS: Sling TV Is Made for Cord 
Cutters,” 20 February 2015); Fox Sports Go (available this summer); and Molotov, a TV service in France (coming next month)

• Automatic app downloading, meaning that a downloaded iOS app with a tvOS version will also pop up on your Apple TV. It’s similar to how 
automatic app downloading works in iOS and on the Mac.
• Enhancements to the Photos and Music apps to support the changes coming to iOS and macOS. The changes are purely in viewing photos 
and playing music, but that’s appropriate for living room use.
• Better support for third-party game controllers along with a multi-player game mode.
• For developers, a tool called ReplayKit that enables developers to create live-broadcast and save-for-later video capabilities, along with a PhotoKit 
tool that provides enhanced access to iCloud Photo Library.
tvOS 10 is available to developers now and will be released to the public in “the fall” for free, likely alongside iOS 10, macOS Sierra, and watchOS 

3. Unlike the Mac and iOS updates, no public beta will be available.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/remote/id284417350?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/remote/id284417350?mt=8&at=10l5PW
http://tidbits.com/resources/2016-06/tvOS-dark-mode.png
http://tidbits.com/resources/2016-06/tvOS-dark-mode.png
http://tidbits.com/article/15430
http://tidbits.com/article/15430
http://tidbits.com/resources/2016-06/Sling-Apple-TV.png
http://tidbits.com/resources/2016-06/Sling-Apple-TV.png
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Why watchOS 3 Will Be Nimble and Nifty

by Tonya Engst
Why bother with a smartwatch? Because it lets you check the weather, see a map, message your mother, and answer the phone, all of which are 

hard to do from a naked wrist. The Apple Watch can do all of these things — and quite a bit more — but it is, to say the least, slow. Apps take way 
too long to launch, and tapping around to set a timer or message a friend can take a while. Such actions are so inefficient that many Apple Watch 
users have become adept with Siri, but even Siri isn’t always quick to respond.

For those of us who want to control the world from our wrists, the good news is that Apple’s big goal with the just-announced watchOS 3 is 
improved performance. watchOS 3 will work on all currently available models of the Apple Watch, so all users can look forward to a free upgrade 
later this year.

watchOS 3 will get faster by keeping your favorite apps in memory, and keeping their data refreshed. If all goes as Apple VP of Technology Kevin 
Lynch described in his portion of the Apple WWDC keynote, you’ll perceive these apps as launching instantly — and immediately displaying the 
data that you want to see, like the weather or your map location. These enhancements will work for both Apple apps and third-party apps.

Another performance enhancement for Apple Watch users will be the ability to log in to a Mac running Apple’s just-announced macOS 10.12 
Sierra (see ”macOS 10.12 Sierra to Succeed OS X 10.11 El Capitan,” 13 June 2016), simply by having the watch close to the Mac.

Better Screens -- watchOS 3 will offer a better set of core screens and a better arrangement of those screens. The Glances screen is gone. Instead, 
you’ll swipe up from the watch face to access a Control Center screen, which looks a lot like the current Settings glance.

The Glances screen will be replaced by a new Dock screen, which you’ll populate with your favorite apps, and which you’ll access by pressing the 
side button. Apps in the Dock are live, so you can work with them right in the Dock without the bothersome hunting and pecking in the app cloud 
as in watchOS 2. You’ll swipe on the Dock screen to switch between apps. Apple did not say where the funky talk-to-your friends screen accessed 
now by pressing the side button goes; perhaps it will disappear.

Another new screen is the SOS screen, which you bring up by pressing and holding on the side button for some time. (We hope there won’t be 
too many inadvertent activations!) You won’t use the SOS screen often, but you’ll want to be aware of it, and set it up within the Health app on the 
iPhone. Once you open it, the SOS screen counts down (Apple’s keynote implied a 3-second countdown), and then the Apple Watch triggers a call 
to 911 (or whatever the emergency number is in your location, including international locations). The call will be made either via the cellular 
connection on your iPhone or “directly from the watch if you’re connected to Wi-Fi.” Apple did not specify how this Wi-Fi call would work. Once 
the call is placed, the watch will also notify any emergency contacts specified in your Medical ID screen in the Health app on your iPhone and send 
them a map of your current location. Then it will display the Medical ID information that you’ve filled out in the Health app, such as allergies or 
that you have a pacemaker. This is the same information that appears on the iPhone’s Medical ID screen, accessed by tapping Emergency on the 
Passcode screen and then Medical ID.

Also coming in watchOS 3 are more watch faces — and more flexibility 
for adding complications to the faces. For example, I love the animated 
flower face, but it can’t handle many complications in watchOS 2, like a 
portal to my calendar or activity rings. I’ll finally be able to add those 
complications and keep my cheerful flower. For those who love their 
activity rings, there will even be an entire face centered around them, and 
you’ll be able to start a workout from that face. watchOS 3 also adds a new, 
elegant Numerals face and a Minnie Mouse face. Minnie’s outfit can be 
customized by color, with colors that match Apple’s band colors. Apple did 
not say whether Mickey will gain any sartorial options. Best of all, if you set 
up more than one face, you’ll be able to switch between them with a single swipe.

App Changes -- When it comes to individual apps, Apple’s Reminders and Find My Friends will come to the wrist with watchOS 3, plus Apple 
plans to enhance a few apps with new features. Although the new features shown vary widely, Apple emphasized when introducing watchOS 3 that 
a focus is making the apps faster to get around in, especially when accessing 
common features. For example, the improved Timer app puts buttons for 
1-, 3-, 5-, and 10-minute timers front and center, so you don’t have to 
fiddle around to start them or try to get Siri to do it.

The Messages app will see several changes. You’ll no longer need to tap 
Reply before answering a message. Instead, you’ll immediately tap a 
smart-reply button or start dictating. You’ll also be able to create a reply 
with a new feature, called Scribble, which allows you to handwrite 
characters in English or Mandarin with your finger tip — you’ll write each 
letter over the entire screen, so if you were writing “Singapore,” you’d write 

http://www.apple.com/watchos-preview/
http://www.apple.com/watchos-preview/
http://tidbits.com/article/16569
http://tidbits.com/article/16569
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an S and then write an I over where the S was. The letters will be interpreted, displayed, 
and sent as normal text, not as a graphical image. As with iOS 10, Messages will also 
allow users to send and receive iMessages with gewgaws like stickers, oversized emoji, 
and invisible-ink bubble effects.

Another app Apple upgraded for watchOS 3 is Activity. It’s not yet a full-on fitness 
app (it compares poorly to apps like Strava, which includes social networking and 
workout analysis). However, with its addictive rings that measure calories, workouts, 
and standing, the Activity app acts like a digital friend that’s always with you, cheering 
you on as you fill your rings each day. Those who don’t use the Apple Watch may find 
these rings inscrutable, and athletes generally find them silly, but put three Apple Watch users in a room and you’ll hear at least one of them going 
on about how those rings are life-changing. (Speaking for myself, if I fill my blue ring for a day, my back doesn’t hurt. I never realized before that my 
standing breaks were too short and too infrequent!) In watchOS 3, Activity will be even more friendly with an added social feature, Activity Sharing, 
wherein you can share your rings and heart rate with friends and send your friends canned messages offering encouragement or trash talk.

According to Apple, many wheelchair users like the Apple Watch because they can use it while their iPhones are safely stowed away. To better 
include them in the Activity app’s feature set, Apple is adding a wheelchair mode wherein the blue ring tracks rolling, not standing, and the watch 
tells users “time to roll,” instead of “time to stand.” To better understand rolling, Apple has studied wheelchair use and taught watchOS 3 to 
recognize different wheel-turning hand motions, including semicircular, arc, and single loop over, among others. Apple will also add two 
wheelchair-related sessions to the Workout app.

An intriguing new app, called Breathe, will help watch users enhance their fitness with regard to breath, helping us take breathing breaks and even 
providing guided breathing routines.

Of course, many third-party fitness apps can run on the Apple Watch, and with watchOS 3, those apps should improve dramatically as their 
developers take advantage of Apple allowing them to run natively in the background. watchOS 3 should make fitness apps vastly more convenient 
for users, and it will also give them better access to real-time heart-rate data and to the watch’s gyroscope and accelerometer.

Apple has added several other behind-the-scenes changes for developers, described on the Apple site, including Apple Pay integration and new 
HomeKit APIs, so we should start seeing more watch apps with in-app Apple Pay and offering home automation features like turning off the lights 
and locking the doors.

Watching Out for watchOS 3 -- The changes that Apple has planned for watchOS 3 are, of course, in software, so they won’t bring cellular 
connectivity to your wrist or add a GPS chip. What watchOS 3 should do is to address many of the slowdowns and inconveniences that have made 
the Apple Watch feel like a 1.0 product, and I look forward to a smoother and more enjoyable experience on my wrist later this year. As an early 
purchaser of an Apple Watch, I’m pleased that I can look forward to a more nimble and nifty watch — without having to pay for new hardware.

Playing Around with Swift on the iPad
by Michael E. Cohen

Stating that “We believe coding should be a 
required language in all schools,” Apple CEO Tim 
Cook announced during this year’s WWDC keynote 
that Apple was bringing the Swift Playgrounds app to 
iPads later this year. Swift Playgrounds is an 
environment designed to help developers try out code 
quickly, accompanied by a bevy of lesson materials. 
And it’s all free.

Since its debut at WWDC two years ago, the Swift 
programming language has become increasingly 
popular (see “Swift: Who Is Apple’s New 
Programming Language For?,” 12 June 2014). In 
no small part, that’s because of its clarity and simplicity 
compared to Objective-C, the de facto programming 
language for OS X and iOS development for years. 
The first version of Swift debuted with an Xcode 
feature called Playgrounds that developers could use to 
write and execute sample code quickly, a boon both 
for learning the language and for prototyping code.

https://developer.apple.com/watchos/
https://developer.apple.com/watchos/
http://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds/
http://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds/
http://tidbits.com/article/14812
http://tidbits.com/article/14812
http://tidbits.com/article/14812
http://tidbits.com/article/14812
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Swift Playgrounds for the iPad provides much of 

the same learning and prototyping capability as the 
Mac version and puts it on a handheld device. That 
makes it special already. Being able to craft and test a 
chunk of Swift code on the iPad and see how it 
performs is a boon to developers, who often may 
have programmatic inspiration strike while they’re 
miles from their keyboards. And that’s all without, 
mind you, having to run it in an iOS simulator on 
the Mac.

Add in a customized on-screen keyboard that 
provides all the special characters programming 
requires right on the main keyboard and include 
development-oriented QuickType assistance, and Swift Playgrounds becomes even more attractive. Supplement that with a code-snippet library for 
drag-and-drop coding, enhance it with a set of templates that offer working code to exploit iOS device features like the gyroscope and accelerometer, 
and throw in gestural editing (such as dragging to expand the scope of a FOR loop) and you have something really interesting.

Top it all off with the ability to easily import and export Playground code with Xcode on the Mac and you have a winning formula to entice 
developers to buy more iPads, as well as to lure hardened Objective-C developers to dabble in Swift.

But so much for developers who already know how to code. What about the kids? After all, aren’t playgrounds for kids?
They are, indeed. Most of Apple’s Swift Playgrounds for the iPad announcement and demo at the WWDC keynote focused on the lesson 

materials that Apple is also releasing with Swift Playgrounds. These lessons start slow, designed as they are for novice programmers at the 
grade-school level to sink their teeth into. The lessons feature puzzles to be solved and animated characters to be controlled by writing and executing 
Swift code. Accompanying them is a free book, part of Apple’s new “Everyone Can Code” initiative, titled “App Development with Swift,” as well 
as two teacher’s guides: “Swift Playgrounds (Teacher Guide)” and “App Development with Swift (Teacher Guide).”

The combination of Swift Playgrounds and its ancillary instructional materials may be a winning formula to attract more schools and families with 
school-age children into buying iPads. Which is, let’s remember, how Apple funds projects like this.

With Swift Playgrounds for iPad, Apple is working hard to broaden the reach of its app ecosystem to developers and would-be developers at all 
levels. Just as important, Swift Playgrounds and its instructional accompaniments could well counter the inroads that inexpensive Chromebooks 
running Google’s Chrome OS have made into the education market, where they have begun to supplant iPads in a number of schools.

Swift Playgrounds is available to developers now, with a public beta coming next month and with App Store availability by this fall, although it 
may not be tied to the rest of the operating system releases promised for the same timeframe.

Myths and Misconceptions about macOS Sierra
by Adam C. Engst 

After writing about Apple’s announcement of macOS Sierra at WWDC and seeing comments in a variety of online venues, I’m a little depressed 
and disappointed (see “macOS 10.12 Sierra to Succeed OS X 10.11 El Capitan,” 13 June 2016). Not with macOS Sierra itself, but with how 
many people are responding to its unveiling. All that anyone can accurately say about macOS Sierra is what Apple has shared; even the developer 
preview release is so new that it would be unfair to criticize any problems it may have.

However, that hasn’t stopped the curmudgeon brigade from calling the keynote a “disaster” and referring to macOS Sierra’s changes as “fluff,” 
before complaining that they were being forced to upgrade.

I have no doubt that many people find change of any sort unsettling, but I’d like to encourage some calm and understanding. To go further, can 
we have some optimism for the future? The only way our experience as Apple users will improve is if Apple and its community of developers are 
excited to make things better. Not every change makes a positive difference, but just as with evolution, a lot of changes must be tried before we can 
benefit from the successes.

With that in mind, let me address three common myths and misconceptions:
#1: Apple is forcing me to upgrade. -- Not true. Apple’s black helicopters will not land in your front yard to disgorge an elite upgrade team that 

will hold you at gunpoint until you install macOS Sierra.
You can wait as long as you like to update. Just last weekend, I helped my aunt move from a 13-inch MacBook Pro running Mac OS X 10.6 

Snow Leopard to a new 13-inch MacBook Pro with Retina display running 10.11 El Capitan. She had been using Snow Leopard since 2009 or so, 
and she skipped 10.7 Lion, 10.8 Mountain Lion, 10.9 Mavericks, and 10.10 Yosemite with no ill effects. She was ready to upgrade to El Capitan 
because she could no longer do online banking without a current Web browser, but she decided that after six or seven years, it was worth buying a 
new MacBook Pro.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/app-development-with-swift/id1118575552?mt=11&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/app-development-with-swift/id1118575552?mt=11&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/swift-playgrounds/id1118578018?mt=11&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/swift-playgrounds/id1118578018?mt=11&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/app-development-with-swift/id1118577558?mt=11&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/app-development-with-swift/id1118577558?mt=11&at=10l5PW
http://tidbits.com/article/16575
http://tidbits.com/article/16575
http://tidbits.com/article/16569
http://tidbits.com/article/16569
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Although you don’t have to upgrade, I think swearing off updates entirely is foolish, which is why I wrote “Why You Should Upgrade (On 

Your Own Terms)” (4 September 2015). But you can certainly put off any upgrades until early kinks have been worked out and it’s a convenient 
time.

#2: The new features are useless (because I don’t want to use them). -- It’s easy to look at the list of new features in macOS Sierra and scoff 
because you can’t imagine using them.

“Siri on the Mac? It’s not like it works that well on the iPhone. Desktop and Documents folder sharing across devices? Why would I want all that 
crud on my iPad? Universal Clipboard? I probably wouldn’t even remember how to use it the once or twice I might need it per year. Auto Unlock? 
The Apple Watch is an overpriced toy. Big emojis? Invisible ink messages? What are Apple’s developers smoking?”

Here’s the thing we all have to remember: No one of us is Apple’s target audience. Not you, not me, not anyone. Apple is a global company that 
wants to sell hardware — iPhones, iPads, Macs, Apple Watches, and Apple TVs — to as many people as possible. Yes, Apple very much wants to 
sell you at least one of each, and it’s going to create features that encourage buying into the overall Apple ecosystem. To do anything else would be, to 
quote Spock, illogical.

Plus, Apple is looking for broad appeal. While many long-time Mac users may be nonplussed by the emphasis Apple put on emoji frippery in 
Messages, for instance, those sort of features already exist in other messaging apps, and they’re huge in Asia, particularly among younger users. 
Attracting that audience is key for Apple.

So no, these features aren’t useless. They may not be useful to you, but they may be compelling to a teenage girl in China. Apple is just as happy to 
take her money as yours, and since the company has posted over $1 trillion in revenue in the past decade, it’s hard to argue with the strategy.

New features also help Apple compete with Microsoft and Google. In terms of desktop market share, Windows remains at about 90 percent, and 
on the mobile side, Android smartphones control 80 percent of the market. Apple may be one of the most valuable companies in the world, but 
there’s plenty of room for it to expand, if it can attract switchers.

#3: Apple is abandoning professionals. -- This myth is related to the earlier complaint about unwanted features, but debunking it requires a 
different perspective. Professionals don’t work in the operating system, they work in apps, most of which Apple doesn’t provide. Apple does make 
Pages, Numbers, Keynote, Logic Pro, and Final Cut Pro, but I can’t think of any category of productivity apps for which Apple is the sole supplier.

Your needs are undoubtedly different from mine, but for my work, I rely on BBEdit, Nisus Writer Pro, Adobe InDesign, Google Chrome, 
Mailplane, Preview, Slack, Trello, and Automator. As long those apps and the workflows I’ve built up around them continue to work, I can ignore 
literally every change in macOS Sierra.

That’s an important point. No one is going to force you to use new features in macOS Sierra. If Siri, Auto Unlock, Universal Clipboard, and 
Desktop and Documents folder syncing don’t make you more productive, don’t pay attention to them. I’ve never found Launchpad, Handoff, 
AirDrop, or Notification Center to be helpful in my work, so I don’t use them, and they don’t get in my way.

Some may say that Apple should put more effort into specific operating system or usability improvements. There’s no harm in that, but if you 
want to make suggestions, please be specific for two reasons. First, vague criticisms are worthless, and second, it’s likely that enterprising Mac 
developers have already provided a solution — cue Keyboard Maestro, LaunchBar, TextExpander, and a host of others. Just as Apple doesn’t 
provide all our productivity apps, the company shouldn’t be relied on to offer every imaginable interface or workflow tweak.

More generally, the job of an operating system is to provide a stable foundation and set of frameworks upon which developers can build. Apple 
has aimed many operating system changes at providing developers with capabilities they couldn’t afford to implement on their own. That results in 
more powerful apps or upgrades appearing more quickly, and that in turn makes professionals more productive. Taking advantage of new 
capabilities may require you to update, but time is money, and if the latest app lets you get your work done faster, it’s worth it.

Onward and Upward -- I won’t pretend that all change is good, or even that every change in macOS Sierra is likely to work out. As I said in 
“macOS 10.12 Sierra to Succeed OS X 10.11 El Capitan,” lots of questions surround the Optimized Storage feature that’s supposed to move 
rarely used data to iCloud. Personally, I wouldn’t trust it or encourage anyone to use it without a truly solid backup strategy. Even then, I’d want to 
wait until enough people had put it through its paces with no ill effects.

Although healthy caution is always warranted, it’s essential to realize that in the end, all this change does move our technology experience as Apple 
users forward. It might happen in fits and starts, but speaking as someone who has spent every working day over the last 26 years on a Mac, I have 
never been more productive or capable than I am today, working in my favorite apps in Apple’s current Mac operating system on recent Mac 
hardware.

I can’t guarantee that any given upgrade will make you or anyone else more productive, but productivity gains are inevitable in the long run. Do 
you remember when a Mac could run only a single app at a time, or when we wasted a lot of time scrolling because Mac screens were so small, or 
when extension conflicts required constant rebooting, or when attaching a hard drive needed SCSI termination voodoo, or when…. You get the 
picture, I hope.

We’ve come a long way, and how far we have left to go is limited only by our imaginations and those of the developers who provide our tools. So 
let’s not get bogged down in petty criticisms about an operating system that won’t even be released for several months.
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NASA Delights Space Geeks with New Apple TV App

by Julio Ojeda-Zapata
Apple TV-owning NASA nerds, rejoice. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has launched a free app that is sure to keep space 

geeks busy for weeks.
The new NASA app for the fourth-generation Apple TV is jammed with somewhat disorganized content broken up into a few sections:
Still images: The Images section is a smorgasbord of planetary and stellar photos, terrestrial imagery of astronomical installations and natural 

phenomena, insider shots of astronaut teams and mission-prep 
facilities, and more. The separate Earth As Art section shows wildly 
colorful pictures of our home planet, all shot from space. In all, the 
app boasts more than 15,000 images.

• Video and audio: The NASA TV section provides two TV 
feeds along with a live Earth view via a camera on the 
International Space Station. The Videos section has more shows, 
including the likes of “This Week @NASA” and “NASA 
ScienceCasts.” There is even a “Third Rock Radio” feed 
(apparently originating on the ISS) with pop tunes such as the 
Gorillaz’s “Feel Good Inc.”

• Database: The Missions section covers the agency’s 
various spacefaring and terrestrial adventures (you’ll be 
surprised at how many of these exist), with text 
summaries and photo collections.

• Other features: The NASA app offers a few 
more goodies, including 2D and 3D 
satellite tracking maps, along with a 
calendar of ISS and satellite pass-overs based 
on your geographical location.

The NASA app is also available for iOS and 
Android devices, but it’s a great experience 
on the big screen.

Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]
BusyCal Updates Mac Calendar Alternative, Expands to iOS -- For those who spend a lot of time in their calendars, BusyMac has updated its 
Calendar alternative BusyCal with a modern interface look, support for travel time, inclusion of timed to-dos in the main views, and a new iOS 
version that mimics the basic feature set and look of the Mac version.

Eero Provides Good Wi-Fi Coverage in a Handsome Package -- A fast and stable Wi-Fi network can be complex to create and maintain, and 
ensuring consistent coverage is an ordeal that often means putting an unsightly access point in the middle of your house. Now, a company called 
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Eero has released a lovely wireless networking device that sets up easily and works in groups of three or more to blanket a residence in Wi-Fi.

Apple Discontinues Thunderbolt Display with No Replacement in Sight -- Those who need a screen for a Mac mini or Mac Pro, or who want 
to revel in the productivity glory of a multiple-monitor Mac, will have to look for solutions from companies other than Apple.

Control Your Apple TV from CiderTV’s iPhone Widget -- CiderTV offers an interesting suite of remote apps for your Apple TV, but what 
makes it worth installing is the Today View widget offered by the iOS app.

OS X Hidden Treasures: Copy and Paste -- Copy and paste is an easy technology to take for granted, but there’s more to it than you may think. 
We explain the basics, and beyond, of copy and paste on the Mac.

Cartographic Comparison of Apple Maps and Google Maps -- Maps are but representations of reality, and how Apple and Google have 
interpreted that reality has led to surprisingly different representations of it. Former Apple cartographer Justin O’Beirne has started a detailed 
comparison of the two mapping systems, looking at how each shows cities, roads, and places (points of interest, if you will). O’Beirne is careful not to 
anoint a winner, but a summary of his findings shows that Apple labels more cities and Google labels more roads. Plus, while the two show a similar 
number of places, they have only 10 percent of their places in common, thanks to Apple focusing on landmarks and Google prioritizing transit.

Looking Inside Apple’s Advanced Computer Vision -- Advanced Computer Vision, a technology coming to the Photos app in macOS Sierra 
and iOS 10, scans your photos for searchable keywords and to assemble themed collections, called Memories. Kay Yin has analyzed what currently 
exists of Advanced Computer Vision, compiling a list of 7 facial expressions, 33 Memories categories, and 4432 different scenes and objects that 
Photos can recognize. Despite not being trained to recognize specific landmarks, like St. Martin’s Maho Beach, it can still identify them, first 
determining that Maho is a beach and then paring down the results.

Bank of America Offering Apple Pay ATM Withdrawals -- Bank of America (BoA) is rolling out Apple Pay compatibility to its ATMs, making it 
possible to use Apple Pay on your iPhone to withdraw cash from over 2400 ATMs that support the technology. You can’t get cash from just any 
NFC-equipped BoA ATM, though, only those with the Apple Pay branding. So far, the system works only with BoA debit cards linked to Apple 
Pay.

Share Passwords Securely with One-Time Secret -- If you’ve ever needed to send someone a password via email or instant message, you might 
have worried that a bad guy could somehow either intercept it or discover it after the fact. For a solution, check out the free One-Time Secret service.

On the iPhone, Virtual Reality Is Unofficially Real -- Virtual reality is hot, with all manner of 360-degree content being created for fancy 
computer-connected goggles as well as for simpler smartphone accessories. And while iPhone users have no shortage of VR gear, apps, and Internet 
videos, Apple hasn’t released anything to compete with rival smartphone makers that are all over VR.

What Is Differential Privacy? -- Apple briefly announced “differential privacy” at this year’s WWDC keynote, but didn’t go into details as to 
exactly what that means. Cryptographer Matthew Green isn’t sure what Apple means either, but he is familiar with the concept of differential privacy 
and explains the basics and how Apple could be implementing it.

To make features like Spotlight and QuickType more useful to you, Apple needs to collect data from your iPhone usage, but it doesn’t want to 
violate your privacy. Unfortunately, even if Apple collects data anonymously, it could still be analyzed later to identify you. In effect, differential 
privacy injects a certain amount of phony data into the system, sacrificing a bit of accuracy for more privacy. We’re curious to learn more about how 
this works, too, and how effective it actually is.

Apple Announces 2016 Apple Design Award Winners -- Apple has announced the winners of Apple Design Awards for 2016, recognizing 10 
apps, plus 2 student projects. The winners are the education app Complete Anatomy, a to-do list app aimed at helping users develop good habits 
called Streaks, a fitness training app called Zova that also works on the Apple TV, the video collaboration platform Frame.io, the multi-platform text 
editor Ulysses, an iOS and Apple TV running game called Chameleon Run, the puzzle game Lara Croft GO, an interesting take on pinball called 
INKS, Auxy Music Creation, and a DJ app called djay Pro that won an award back in 2011 as well. The two student apps were both games, the 
puzzle-based Linum, and Dividr, a 2D arcade game written entirely in Swift. Congratulations to all the winners!

Two-Factor Authentication’s Weak Point -- Two-factor authentication makes your accounts more secure by requiring something else in addition 
to a password to log in. However, its weak point was recently exposed, as attackers gained access to Black Lives Matter activist DeRay Mckesson’s 
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Twitter account despite his use of two-factor authentication. Many two-factor systems rely on codes sent via SMS text messaging, but unfortunately, 
cellular carriers turn out to be easy targets for social engineering. Glenn Fleishman, writing for Macworld, explains the vulnerability and how to 
better secure your cellular accounts against troublemakers.

Why You Shouldn’t Share Links via Facebook Messenger -- In a post on Medium, security researcher Inti De Ceukelaire explains how any 
developer could see the URLs you share in private Facebook messages. Even if you’re only linking to cat pictures, URLs sometimes contain sensitive 
information that you’re unaware of, such as names, locations, and even hidden keys. When De Ceukelaire reached out to Facebook, the company 
said that this was “publicly documented and intentional behavior.” Long story short: be cautious about using Facebook Messenger, particularly for 
any sensitive communications!

Big Changes Coming to the App Store -- Apple has informed select journalists of major changes coming to the App Store. Daring Fireball’s John 
Gruber summarized the changes as shorter app review times, subscription-based pricing for all apps, and better app discovery. To make apps easier 
to find, Apple is promising a smarter Featured tab that omits installed apps, the return of the Categories tab, and paid search ads. Some of these 
changes may prove controversial, but it’s good to see Apple making an effort to improve the App Store experience. No mention was made of demo 
versions or paid upgrades for non-subscription apps, but since the new app subscriptions will have trial periods, it’s possible that Apple thinks the 
upcoming changes will suffice.

Does Siri Embarrass You in Public? -- Since Siri debuted on the iPhone 4S, voice assistants have become all the rage, with Amazon, Google, and 
Microsoft all following suit. Apple put Siri on the Apple Watch and the fourth-generation Apple TV, and it will come to the Mac in macOS 10.12 
Sierra. A survey of 500 consumers by research firm Creative Strategies shows that most people have at least tried Siri, with only 2 percent of iPhone 
users having never used Apple’s digital assistant.

How heavily is Siri actually used, and in what contexts? According to the study, 70 percent of iPhone owners use Siri only infrequently, which is a 
little sad to hear, but the more interesting statistic to emerge is that many iPhone users are too embarrassed to talk to Siri in public, with a vanishingly 
small 3 percent of iPhone users saying they do so. This might account in part for why the living-room–based Amazon Echo is doing so well — 39 
percent of smartphone consumers say they use voice assistants at home. The primary place people are happy to talk to their technology? 51 percent 
of respondents used voice assistants in the car, where hands-free control is essential. And where no one can hear you.

Why the iPhone Headphone Jack Should Stay -- 
One of the hot-button debates in the Apple 
community revolves around rumors that Apple is 
planning to drop the headphone jack from the next 
iPhone. Many have argued that it’s the natural course 
of things for Apple, a company that prides itself on 
minimalism. But at Six Colors, Jason Snell has 
countered every one of the arguments against the 
headphone jack. In short, removal of the headphone 
jack wouldn’t make the iPhone thinner or audio 
quality better, and it would just inconvenience users.

Evernote Raises Prices, Downgrades Free Plan -- 
Note-taking service Evernote has made some changes 
that are sure to be unpopular with users. First, while 
the free Basic tier is sticking around, it will now be 
limited to only two devices, whereas you could 
previously sync with unlimited devices. Second, both 
paid tiers are going up in price: Plus climbs from $2.99 
per month or $24.99 per year to $3.99 per month or 
$34.99 per year, while Premium rises from $5.99 per 
month or $49.99 per year to $7.99 per month or 
$69.99 per year. Evernote is hoping to increase 
revenues amid a variety of executive departures and the 
elimination of a string of unprofitable projects.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of 
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the 
intersection of North Academy and Dublin). 

Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on 
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south 
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to 
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance 
is on the west side of the building.

Smoking is not permitted on the premises. 

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at Fire Station #18’s meeting room - located at: 6830 Hadler View 
[the fire station is behind Walgreens]. 

Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd (head west), turn right on Centennial, left on Flying W Ranch Rd., right on Hadler View.
#2) (This route is bumpier and probably not the best for winter travel) Take I-25 to E. Woodman/W. Rockrimmon Blvd., turn right on Vindicator 
(at the Safeway intersection), and then right on Hadler View.
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($25) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $25.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $21.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $14.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $7.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, Treasurer   
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. 
I do not want one or I already have 

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the First 
Tuesday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
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